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ABSTRACT 

Aims: To assess the willingness of patients with type 2 diabetes to continue 
using lipid-lowering treatment, the importance they attach to specific treatment 
characteristics, and the influence of patient characteristics on this.

Methods: Patients being prescribed at least an oral glucose-lowering and lipid-
lowering drug completed a questionnaire with discrete choice experiment. This 
experiment contained choice sets with two hypothetical lipid-lowering treatments 
and the option to stop lipid-lowering treatment. These treatment options differed 
in their characteristics (i.e. effects and intake moments). Multinomial logit models 
were used to assess the importance attached to the characteristics in relation to 
patient characteristics. 

Results: In total, 175 patients were included in the study (mean age 66 years; 59% 
male). In general, patients were willing to continue using lipid-lowering treatment 
when their cholesterol level was too high. All treatment characteristics included 
in the experiment had a significant impact on the patients’ treatment choices. 
Cholesterol reduction and risk of adverse events were most influential. Patients 
with lower educational levels and a history of cardiovascular disease were more 
willing to continue treatment. Age, education, cardiovascular history and having 
experienced adverse effects all influenced the importance patients attached to 
specific treatment characteristics when choosing between medication alternatives.

Conclusions: Patients were generally willing to continue using lipid-lowering 
treatment but the willingness and importance patients attached to specific 
treatment characteristics depended on patient characteristics. These insights can 
be useful for motivating patients to continue lipid-lowering treatment and making 
treatment decisions more in accordance with patient preferences when current 
treatment is considered insufficient.
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INTRODUCTION

Lipid-lowering drugs are associated with a reduction in risk of cardiovascular events [1,2]. 
Lipid-lowering treatment is recommended for almost all patients with type 2 diabetes [3,4], 
as such patients have an increased risk of developing cardiovascular disease [5]. However, 
lipid-lowering drugs are not optimally used in clinical practice. Discontinuation rates of 
lipid-lowering treatment are high during the first years of treatment [6,7]. 

Discontinuation of treatment is related to patient’s preferences. Discontinuation appears 
to be more common in patients that are female, have no cardiovascular history, have 
experienced adverse effects, and have a lower socioeconomic status or education [8-11]. 
Additionally expected benefits and adverse effects of a drug, especially when interfering 
with daily activities, influence the willingness to take preventive medication [12]. A recent 
study assessing patients’ trade-off preferences for statin treatment showed that about 
40% of the patients valued efficacy equal to or lower than adverse effects and other 
drawbacks [13]. These trade-off preferences for preventive medication might be related 
to age, as older patients may value quality of life over life extension [14,15]. Better insight in 
patients’ preferences according to patient characteristics could be useful for motivating 
patients to continue using lipid-lowering treatment and to make treatment decisions in 
line with those preferences [16].

Patients’ preferences for lipid-lowering treatment can be assessed using a discrete 
choice experiment. In this experiment a hypothetical situation is presented to the patient 
with treatment choices described by their characteristics regarding expected benefits 
and drawbacks [13,17]. The aim of this study was to assess (1) the willingness of patients 
with type 2 diabetes to continue using lipid-lowering treatment, (2) the importance 
they attach to specific treatment characteristics, and (3) whether both are influenced by 
patient characteristics such as age, gender, clinical history and education. 
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METHODS

Study design, sample and data collection
We conducted a questionnaire study incorporating a discrete choice experiment to assess 
patients’ preferences regarding lipid-lowering treatment. Patients were recruited via 
pharmacies in the northern part of the Netherlands. Patients were eligible if they were 18 
years or older, had type 2 diabetes (identified as at least one prescription for non-insulin 
blood glucose-lowering treatment) and had received statin treatment in the six months 
before selection. Patients with a prescription for fibrates, bile acid sequestrants, nicotic 
acid and derivatives or other lipid modifying agents were excluded. Eligible patients 
were informed about the study via an information letter including an informed consent 
form. Patients that returned the informed consent form received the questionnaire 
by mail. Patients were called when they did not return the questionnaire within eight 
weeks or when there was data missing in the general part of the questionnaire to reduce 
the amount of non-responders and missing items. Questionnaires with an incomplete 
discrete choice experiment were returned for further completion. 

Gender and age of all the contacted patients were provided by the pharmacy to compare 
responders with non-responders. Of consenting patients, a medication list of the last 
six months was collected from their pharmacy. Medication use during this period was 
classified using ATC codes [18]. 

The Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen (METc UMCG) 
in the Netherlands determined that ethical approval was not needed for this study 
(reference number M14.150721). In accordance to the Dutch law, all patients consented 
to participation. 

Discrete choice experiment
The general part of the questionnaire consisted of questions about age, gender, 
clinical history and education. The second part of the questionnaire consisted of a 
discrete choice experiment. Discrete choice experiments are used to analyse trade-off 
preferences regarding treatments, based on the choices the patient makes between 
hypothetical treatment options. Information about treatment characteristics, including 
efficacy regarding cholesterol level and cardiovascular risk reduction, risk of adverse 
effects, and drug administration aspects, was given. Varying levels of these treatment 
characteristics were shown to assess their influence on the patient’s treatment choices. 
These characteristics were selected based on previous findings indicating their 
relevance for discontinuation of treatment [6,7] and patient preferences for preventive 
treatment [13]. Levels for cholesterol reduction and cardiovascular risk reduction were 
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based on clinical trial data of lipid-lowering treatment [1,2,19]. The levels for the risk of 
adverse effects were based on reported risks for muscle pain [20,21]. Levels for the intake 
moment were based on available options [22]. The treatment characteristics and levels 
were discussed and finalized in interviews with ten healthcare professionals, including 
2 nurse practitioners, 3 general practitioners, 2 specialists, and 3 pharmacists. Table 1 
contains the final characteristics and levels of the discrete choice experiment.  

For the experiment, patients needed to imagine they used a lipid-lowering drug (1 tablet 
per day) without experiencing adverse effects and that their LDL-cholesterol level was 
too high (3 mmol/l). Patients were asked to choose between continuing treatment with 
‘Medication A’, continuing treatment with ‘Medication B’ or ‘I consider stopping’. Within 
the ‘I consider stopping’ option, levels of cholesterol, risk of death, risk of limitations 
due to a heart attack and risk of limitations due to stroke increased, whereas the risk of 
adverse effects became zero just as the number of tablets per day. An efficient design [23] 
was used to generate the Medication A and Medication B options, and select a limited 
number of choice sets that maximize the precision of the model parameters. Ngene 
(version 1.1.1) was used to develop a D-efficient design with 30 different choice sets 
[23]. These 30 choice sets were divided in three blocks of 10 to reduce the burden for 
the respondents. Stratified sampling based on age, gender and pharmacy was used to 
assign patients to one of the blocks containing 10 choice sets, leading to 10 choices per 
patient. To identify irrational responders, one dominant choice set was added in which 
all characteristics of Medication A favoured the ones of Medication B. 
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FIGURE 1. Example of a choice set presented in the questionnaire
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The questionnaire was tested in a pilot study with 10 patients, after which some changes 
in wording and a separate instruction form were made. An example of a choice set is 
shown in Figure 1.    

Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistics were used to compare responders with non-responders, and rational 
with irrational responders. The treatment choices made by the patients (medication A, 
medication B or consider stopping treatment) were analysed using a multinomial logit 
model, which estimates the probability of a particular choice made by a patient given a 
set of treatment and patient characteristics. First, a model was estimated which included 
the main effects of the six treatment characteristics to assess the willingness to continue 
using lipid-lowering treatment (compared to stopping such treatment) and the relative 
importance of the included treatment characteristics (Table 1). A random utility model 
was used assuming that patients choose their preferred option by maximizing utility: 

U = β0continue treatment + β1cholesterol + β2early death + β3limitations heart  attack + β4limitations stroke +  
          β5adverse effects + β6one tablet every other day + β7half tablet every day + ε

U  =  utility that a patient assigns to a treatment 
ε  =  unexplainable component 
β0 =   estimate of willingness to continue versus to stop treatment 
β1- β7 =  relative importance of each of the treatment characteristics

Second, the impact of the patients’ characteristics on the willingness to continue using 
lipid-lowering drugs and on the relative importance of the treatment characteristics was 
assessed by including interaction terms of patient characteristics with all six treatment 
characteristics in the model. The impact of the following patient characteristics was 
tested (1) age, (2) gender, (3) cardiovascular history, (4) education and (5) history 
of adverse effects. Main effects and interaction terms were selected via backward 
selection using the log-likelihood as the guiding measure of goodness-of-fit. The relative 
importance of treatment characteristics was determined by calculating the coefficient 
range, which is the difference between the smallest part worth utility and the largest 
part worth utility within the levels of the treatment characteristics, and dividing it by the 
sum of the coefficient ranges of all treatment characteristics and ranges [24]. The analyses 
were performed with Stata version 13 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX). 
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TABLE 1. Treatment characteristics and levels used in the discrete choice experiment

Coefficient Abbreviation in regression formula Coding

Cholesterol level β1 Cholesterol

Increase from 3.0 mmol/l to 4.0 mmol/l* 4

Staying at 3.0 mmol/l# 3

Decrease from 3.0 mmol/l to  2.0 mmol/l 2

Risk of early death β2 early death

9 out of 100 patients (9%)* 9

7 out of 100 patients (7%)# 7

5 out of 100 patients (5%) 5

Limitations due to heart attack β3 limitations heart attack

5 out of 100 patients (5%)* 5

4 out of 100 patients (4%)# 4

3 out of 100 patients (3%) 3

Limitations due to stroke β4 limitations stroke

5 out of 100 patients (5%)* 5

4 out of 100 patients (4%)# 4

3 out of 100 patients (3%) 3

Risk of adverse events β5 adverse events

No adverse events* 0

5 out of 100 patients (5%) 5

10 out of 100 patients (10%)# 10

Intake moment

No tablets* -

Every day one tablet (reference)# -

Every other day one tablet β6 one tablet every other day -

Every day half a tablet β7 half tablet every day -
* Levels included in the ‘I consider to stop’ option (not used for medication A or medication B); 
# Levels used for the non-preferable treatment in the dominant choice set.

 
RESULTS

Of the 904 patients that were contacted by the pharmacies, 251 expressed their 
willingness to participate (Figure 2). There was no difference in gender (p = 0.189) 
and age (p = 0.283) between non-responders and responders. Of the responders, 203 
completed the questionnaire. Eight patients had to be excluded because they did not 
meet the inclusion criteria, and 20 were identified as irrational responders. Rational and 
irrational responders did not differ in age (p = 0.457) or gender (p = 0.542).
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FIGURE 2: Patient inclusion flowchart

Information letters sent (n=904)

Questionnaire sent to patients (n=251, 28%) 

mean age 66.6 (SD 10.1) 57% males

Questionnaires with complete discrete choice experiment 

(n=203, 23%) mean age 66.1 (SD 10.0) 59% males

Questionnaires used for analyses (n=175, 19%) 

mean age 66.2 (SD 9,7) 59% males

- Did not meet inclusion criteria (n=3) 

- Other reasons (n=2)  

- Non-responders (n=648, 72%)

- No/incomplete questionnaire returned (n=48) 

- No medication list (n=3) 

- No lipid- or glucose-lowering drugs (n=5) 

- Irrational choice dominant choice set (n=20)

Contacted

Responders

Completers

Included
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TABLE 2. Patient characteristics (n=175)
Characteristics

General:

Age, (SD) 66.2 (9.7)

Female (%) 72 (41.1)

Education (%)

Low educated a. 80 (45.7)

Moderate educated b. 72 (41.1)

High educated c. 20 (11.4)

Other 3 (1.7)

BMI (IQR) 29.2 (25.7-32.0)

Smoking (%)

Current smokers 21 (12.0)

Past smokers 99 (56.6)

Non smokers 55 (31.4)

Patients hospitalized for cardiovascular disease (%) 64 (37%) 

Cardiovascular event 55 (86%)

Cerebrovascular event 7 (11%)

Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular event 2 (3%)

Prescribed medication: 

Number of lipid-lowering drugs

1 lipid-lowering drug 175

Classes of cholesterol lowering drugs (ATC code)

Simvastatin (C10AA01) 82 (46.9)

Pravastatin (C10AA04) 9 (5.1)

Atorvastatin (C10AA05) 54 (30.9)

Rosuvastatin (C10AA07) 30 (17.1)

Number of glucose-lowering drugs (%)

1 glucose-lowering drug 86 (49.1)

2 glucose-lowering drug 78 (44.6)

>2 glucose-lowering drug 11 (6.3)

Number of blood pressure-lowering drugs (%)

No blood pressure-lowering drug 34 (19.4)

1 blood pressure-lowering drug 39 (22.3)

2 blood pressure-lowering drugs 51 (29.2)

>2 blood pressure-lowering drugs 51 (29.2) >>
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Number of cholesterol-lowering drugs used according to the patient (%)

None 6 (3.4)

One 160 (91.4)

Two 3 (1.7)

More than two 1 (0.6)

I do not know 5 (2.8)

Did you ever experience side effects from cholesterol-lowering drugs? (%)

No 108 (61.7)

Yes 46 (26.3)

I do not know 21 (12.0)

SD: Standard deviation; IQR: Interquartile range 
a No education; Elementary school; Junior secondary vocational education 
b Junior general secondary education; Senior secondary vocational education 
c Senior general secondary education; Higher professional education; University education

In total, 175 patients were included in the study with a mean age of 66 years (SD 9.7) 
and 59% of them were male. Almost half of the patients was lower educated (Table 
2). There were 64 patients (37%) that reported that they had been hospitalized for a 
cardiovascular or cerebrovascular event. Adverse effects from lipid-lowering drugs 
were experienced by 26% of the patients (Table 2). According to the medication lists, 
all included patients used one lipid-lowering drug and almost half of the patients used 
simvastatin (Table 2). 

Impact of treatment characteristics on preferences
Only 7 patients considered for one or more choice sets to stop lipid-lowering treatment. 
This was confirmed by the positive constant term in the logit model, which indicates 
that patients prefer to continue using treatment when their cholesterol level is too 
high (Table 3). All treatment characteristics included in the model were significantly 
associated with the patients’ treatment preferences (Table 3). Looking at the relative 
importance, patients’ preferences are most strongly influenced by the effect of the 
treatment on the cholesterol level, followed by the effect on the risk of adverse events, 
early death, limitations due to a heart attack and limitations due to a stroke.
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TABLE 3. Relative importance of treatment characteristics

Variables Coefficient CI 95% p-value Relative importance* 
(ranking)

Constant (continue treatment) 2.06 1.492 -   2.627 <0.001

Cholesterol -0.641 -0.750 - -0.532 <0.001 23.65  (1)

Early death -0.290 -0.346 - -0.235 <0.001 21.40  (3)

Limitations heart attack -0.291 -0.400 - -0.182 <0.001 10.74  (4)

Limitations stroke -0.227 -0.337 - -0.117 <0.001 8.37  (5)

Adverse effects -0.119 -0.141 - -0.097 <0.001 21.95  (2)

Half a tablet every day -0.440 -0.592 - -0.287 <0.001 8.12  (6)

One tablet every other day -0.313 -0.469 - -0.157 <0.001 5.77  (7)

Number of observations 1,750 (175 patients * 10 choice sets) 
Log Likelihood -1087.89 
Log Likelihood ratio 650.23 
*The relative importance of treatment characteristics was determined by calculating the coefficient 
range, which is the difference between the smallest part worth utility and the largest part worth 
utility within the levels of the treatment characteristics, and dividing it by the sum of the coefficient 
ranges of all treatment characteristics and ranges. [24]  
CI: confidence interval.

 
Impact of patient characteristics on preferences
Patients with a history of cardiovascular disease were more willing to continue using lipid-
lowering treatment. Whereas, patients with a higher education level were less willing to 
continue lipid-lowering treatment (Table 4). With increasing age, the importance of the 
risk reduction of early death and limitations due to a heart attack decreased, whereas 
the importance of a low risk of adverse effects increased. Additionally with increasing 
age, patients were less willing to take a tablet every other day as compared to daily 
intake. Having a cardiovascular history was associated with attaching more importance 
to a low risk of limitations due to a heart attack. For higher educated patients a lower 
cholesterol level and a lower risk of early death was more important. Patients that 
had experienced adverse effects from lipid-lowering treatment before, attached more 
importance to a lower risk of adverse effects. Gender did not influence the willingness to 
continue treatment nor the importance of treatment characteristics. 
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TABLE 4. Relative importance of treatment characteristics when including interaction 
terms with patient characteristics
Variables Coefficient CI 95% p-value

Constant (continue) 3.424 2.326 – 4.522 <0.001

Constant (continue) x Cardiovascular history* 2.176 0.133 – 4.219 0.037

Constant (continue) x Education† -2.477 -3.682 - -1.272 <0.001

Cholesterol -0.501 -0.656 - -0.347 <0.001

Cholesterol x Education† -0.314 -0.535 - -0.094 0.005

Early death -0.864 -1.226 - -0.502 <0.001

Early death x Age#  0.010 0.005 – 0.015 <0.001

Early death x Education† -0.165 -0.276 - -0.055 0.003

Limitations heart attack -0.979 -1.695 - -0.264 0.007

Limitations heart attack x Age# 0.012 0.001 – 0.022 0.032

Limitations heart attack x Cardiovascular history* -0.236 -0.467 - -0.006 0.044

Limitations stroke -0.245 -0.357 - -0.133 <0.001

Adverse effects x Age# -0.001 -0.002 – -0.001 <0.001

Adverse effects  x Experienced adverse effects‡ -0.090 -0.138 – -0.042 <0.001

Half a tablet every day -0.457 -0.611 - -0.302 <0.001

Tablet every other day x Age# -0.005 -0.007 – -0.003 <0.001

Number of observations 1,750 (175  patients * 10 choice sets) 
Log Likelihood -1045.7 
Log Likelihood ratio 583.72 
CI: confidence interval. 
#age: (continouos variable) 
*cardiovascular history: (Have you ever been hospitalized for a cardiovascular or 
  cerebrovascular event?  yes (coded 1) or no (coded 0)) 
† education (What is your highest completed education? Lower educated: No education; 
  Elementary school; Junior secondary vocational education (coded  0); Higher educated:    
  Junior general secondary education; Senior secondary vocational education; Senior general  
  secondary education; Higher professional education; University education (coded 1)) 
‡ history of adverse effects (Did you ever experience side effects from cholesterol-lowering drugs?    
  Yes (coded 1); No (coded 0); I do not know (coded 0)).

DISCUSSION

In general, current users of lipid-lowering treatment were willing to continue using 
treatment when their cholesterol level was too high. Age and gender did not influence 
the willingness to continue treatment, but patients with lower educational levels and 
with a history of cardiovascular disease were more willing to do so. Age, education, 
cardiovascular history and having experienced adverse effects all influenced the 
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importance patients attached to specific treatment characteristics when choosing 
between medication alternatives. 

Previous studies found conflicting results regarding the relationship between age and 
discontinuation of statin treatment [8,9]. Our study suggests that elderly patients do not 
have a decreased willingness to continue treatment but that they may differ in how they 
weigh beneficial and adverse effects when choosing between treatments. With increasing 
age, patients may attach less importance to life-extension and put more value on quality 
of life [14,15]. The finding that older patients in our study gave less importance to a low risk 
of early death and more importance to a low risk of adverse effects supports this. It has 
been suggested that females may discontinue treatment more often [8], but this might in 
part be due to experiencing more adverse effects [25]. When adjusting for adverse effects, 
a recent study found that female gender became an insignificant factor for predicting 
statin discontinuation [9]. Our study did not find a gender effect on treatment decisions.  

It is acknowledged that adverse effects and concerns about developing adverse effects 
are reasons for discontinuing lipid-lowering treatment [9,10,26]. Most patients in our study, 
however, were willing to continue with some kind of medication treatment that offered 
benefits at the costs of potential adverse effects. Only seven patients considered to 
discontinue treatment which would result in experiencing no adverse effects but also 
less beneficial effects. Previous studies found that discontinuers also expect limited 
benefits of statins [8,10,26]. In addition, discontinuers had less knowledge and were less 
satisfied with information they received about the treatment [9,10]. Therefore, it is possible 
that with sufficient information about benefits and drawbacks, as provided in our study, 
more patients are inclined to choose medication treatment over discontinuation of 
treatment. When being confronted with actual bothersome adverse effects, however, the 
willingness to continue treatment is likely to decrease [9,26,27]. A recent study assessing 
patients’ preferences when choosing between pairs of cholesterol-lowering treatments 
showed that around 40% of the patients valued efficacy equal to or lower than adverse 
effects and other drawbacks when such drawbacks were presented as certainties [13]. In 
contrast, having experienced adverse effects in the past did not affect the willingness to 
continue treatment in our study. One explanation could be that we studied a cohort of 
current users, who apparently have been able to cope with these adverse effects. These 
patients did attach more importance to a low risk of adverse effects when choosing 
between treatments, perhaps because they are more aware of the effects of adverse 
effects on the quality of life.
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A higher willingness to continue treatment was seen in patients with a history of 
cardiovascular disease, which corresponds to the lower discontinuation rates seen 
in patients with cardiovascular diseases or diabetes [8]. Patients with a cardiovascular 
history gave more importance to a low risk of limitations due to a heart attack but 
not to limitation due to a stroke or a low risk of early death. As most patients with a 
cardiovascular history in our study experienced a cardiovascular event (i.e. 89% 
compared to 14% with a cerebrovascular event) they might have been more aware of 
the consequences of a heart attack.

We found that higher educated patients were more likely to discontinue treatment. This 
appears to be in contrast to a Danish study, where a lower education was associated with 
more discontinuation [11] and a US study that did not find an impact of education [9]. One 
reason for such conflicting results is confounding by socio-economic-status, especially 
in countries where the treatment is not fully reimbursed. When corrected for socio-
economic-status, the association between low education and discontinuation became 
insignificant in the Danish study [11]. In the Netherlands, lipid-lowering treatment is 
reimbursed. We could speculate that higher educated patients more often have a healthy 
lifestyle and a lower cardiovascular risk, and therefore perceive medication treatment as 
less essential. When making a choice between treatments, higher educated patients gave 
more importance to a low cholesterol level and a low risk of early death suggesting that 
they focus more on the efficacy of treatment. 

A possible limitation to our study is the response rate and possible related selection 
bias. However, there were no differences in gender and age between responders and 
non-responders. Also, almost half of the participants were lower educated which 
corresponds with the national type 2 diabetes population [28]. We included current users 
of lipid-lowering treatment. Therefore, patients that had permanently discontinued 
such treatment because of negative beliefs or experiences were not included in our 
study. Another limitation to the study is that patients needed to consider a hypothetical 
situation which might be a difficult task for some. By excluding patients that did not prefer 
the dominant option we tried to exclude responders who may not have understood the 
task. The fact that patients needed to consider benefits and adverse effects of treatment 
at the same time in a discrete choice experiment is a strength of our study. Furthermore, 
the option to stop lipid-lowering treatment was included, therefore the choices resemble 
real-world choice options [29]. 
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CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that education level and cardiovascular history are relevant for the 
willingness of diabetes patients to continue lipid-lowering treatment, and that age, 
education, cardiovascular history and having experienced adverse effects all influenced 
the importance these patients attach to specific treatment characteristics when choosing 
between medication alternatives. These insights can be useful for motivating patients 
to continue using lipid-lowering treatment and making treatment decisions more in 
accordance with patient preferences when current treatment is considered insufficient.   
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